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DECOMPOSABLE ORTHOLOGICS
BARBARA JEFFCOTT

1 Introduction The inability of Boolean algebras to represent the logic of
quantum mechanics, as observed by Birkhoff and von Neuman [l], Mackey
[11], and others [6], [12], [13], has created interest in logics which
represent the propositions of empirical science affiliated with more than
one physical operation.
In [4] and [5] Foulis and Randall introduced the concept of a manual of
physical operations whose elements are identified with the sets of outcomes
for physical experiments. The logic affiliated with such a manual is called
an orthologic. Most, if not all, of the logics which have been proposed for
quantum mechanics by the above authors have been orthologics.
In [2], Dacey introduced the Dacey sum of a collection of manuals,
which is a manual whose elements are identified with the outcome sets of
two stage physical experiments. A manual is said to be indecomposable if
it cannot be written in a non-trivial fashion as a Dacey sum. In [8] the
author defines the composite product of a family of orthologics, which
corresponds to the logic of the Dacey sum of manuals whence the orthologics came. Here we define an orthologic to be indecomposable if it cannot
be written in a non-trivial fashion as a composite product of orthologics.
Our main theorem states that an orthologic is indecomposable if and only if
every member of a wide class of manuals whence it came is indecomposable. Our definition of decomposability of an orthologic appears to be
the natural generalization of the concept of irreducibility in lattice theory.
In particular, we also show that every indecomposable orthologic is
irreducible.
The majority of the results appearing here may be found in the
author's dissertation, submitted to the graduate school of the University of
Massachusetts in 1972, and written under the direction of Professor
D. J. Foulis. The author would like to thank Professor Foulis for his
assistance in this work.
2 Definitions and Motivation Let % denote a non-empty set of non-empty
sets. Write A = (J 51. For x, y e A, write x i y to mean that x Φ y and there
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exists E e 51 with x, ye E. Define D c A to be an event for 5ί if there exists
Ee 5ί with D Q A. Define B c A to be an orthogonal set if # 1 y holds for all
ΛΓ, y e B with # Φ y. Then 51 is said to be a manual if and only if the following
conditions are satisfied.
Ml If E, FeW with E c F, then £ = F.
M2 If £, .Fe5ϊ and if B is an orthogonal set contained in E U F, then i? is an
event.
In general we will use script letters to denote manuals and the
corresponding capital Roman letters to represent the union of the manual.
Each xeA is called an outcome for the manual. Each EeM is called an
operation for the manual, and its elements are precisely the outcomes for a
physical operation identified with E. If x, ye A with x I y, then we say the x
is orthogonal to y or x refutes y. Physically, if x i y then x and y are
distinct outcomes for the same physical operation. If x i y holds for all
x, ye A with x Φ y, then by Ml and M2 5ί consists of precisely one operation
and A is the classical sample space for an experiment. In this case, 51 is
called a K-manual. At the other extreme, if x y. y for any x, y e A, then 51 is
called a scattered manual.
Write 0(5ί) for the set of all events for 51. If B c A write B1 for
{xeA: x i b for all δe #}, Blλ for (J51)1, etc. If xe A we will write x1 for
{#}\ Let ^(51) = {i) 1 1 : Z>€0(51)}. Partially order X(5ί) by containment. If
B, CeO{%) define B11 to be orthogonal to C 1 1 in *C(5l), in symbols
B11 l C 1 1 , if and only if B c C 1 . Write 0 for 0, the empty set, as a
member of *C(5I). Write 1 for A as a member of *C(5l). It is straightforward to verify that the system (^(51), <, 0, 1, i) satisfies the following
conditions:
LI <oC(5t), <> is a partially ordered set satisfying 0 ^ x < 1 for all xe -C(5l).
L2 i is a symmetric binary relation on -C(5() satisfying the property that
whenever xe ^(51) with x i x then x = 0.
L3 If x, ye -C(5l) with x ly then the supremum of x and y in -CW> * V 3S
exists in -C(5I).
L4 If ΛΓ,_;y, £ e ^(51) with x i y, y i z, and x i z, then ΛΓ i (3; v £).
L5 If xe -C(5l) then there exists ye -C(5l) with # 1 y and #v3> = 1.
L6 If x, y e ^(51) then x ^ y holds if and only if for all z e -f (51) the condition
z 1 y implies z 1 x%
The system (-C(2I), ^, 0, 1,1), as described above, is called the logic
affiliated with the manual 51. The elements of ^(51) are called propositions.
We say that BLl e -C(5l) is confirmed by the outcome xeA exactly when
xe B119 and refuted by the outcome xe A exactly when xe Bι.
Any system (L, ^, 0, 1,1), where L is any abstract set, satisfying
L1-L6 is called an orthologic. Hence the logic affiliated with every manual
is an orthologic. Conversely, it is shown in [3] that all orthologics arise
from manuals in this way. That is, given an orthologic L, there exists a
manual 5ί (not necessarily unique) such that L is (up to isomorphism) the
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logic affiliated with $ί. Furthermore, if F is any undirected graph with no
loops, and we define % by EeW if and only if E is the set of vertices of a
clique of F, then % is a manual. Every finite manual and every finite
orthologic arise in this way.
Two manuals 21 and $B are said to be isomorphic, in symbols $f ~ *S, if
and only if there exists a bijection φ: A —> B satisfying Ee $1 if and only if
φ{E)e%$. Two orthologics L and V are said to be isomorphic, in symbols
L ~ L\ if and only if there exists a bijection φ: L —> Lf satisfying the
condition that for all x, ye L, x i y if and only if φ(x) I φ(y). Clearly
isomorphisms preserve all existing structure.
All the above definitions, and further motivation for manuals and
orthologics may be found in [4] and [5].
Let $S be a manual called the conditioned manual and let γUb: be B =
U *Sj be a family of manuals called the conditioning manuals, indexed by B.
Then the Dacey sum of the conditioning manuals over the conditioned
manual, denoted by Σ/Sδl^ is defined to be the manual <£, where Ee(& if
and only if the following conditions hold:
Dl E c U {b} x Abf where Ab = \J %b for each b e B.
beB

D2 The projection on the first factor of E, denoted rnι{E)9 is an element
of®.
D3 For each be πi(E), ττz(E) Π Abe %b, where π2(E) denotes the projection on
the second factor of E.
It is straightforward to verify that <£ is indeed a manual,
C= U & = U {b} x Ab, and if (b,x), (blf ΛΓJ e C then (b,x) i (bl9 xj
beB

if and only if either b I δx in *S, or b = bλ and x I #i in 21^. Physically, if
Ee®, then E is the following operation: Perform the experiment with
outcome set π^E). If the outcome beπλ(E) is obtained then perform the
experiment with outcome set Ή2(E) Π Ab. If the outcome x is obtained, then
record the outcome (b9x). Note that two outcomes in © refute each other if
and only if the outcomes of the first stage refute each other, or the
outcomes of the first stage agree and the outcomes of the second stage
refute each other.
A manual © is called decomposable if it can be written in a non-trivial
fashion as a Dacey sum. More precisely, d is decomposable if and only if
either it is a K-manual and C contains exactly two points, or there exists a
subset R of C containing at least two points satisfying the following
properties: (1) For every xe C/R either R u {x} is an event or x y r for
any reR. (2) There exists xeC/R with x1 φφ. The subset R is called a
partitive subset. Note that if (£ is not a K-manual with C containing exactly
two points and © is decomposable, then <£ ~Σ/*δl5ϊfc, where *S and$l fe are
defined as follows: B = {R} U C/R, θ: C -* B is defined by θ(x) = x if xe C/R
and θ(x) = R if xe R, « = {θ(E): Ee®}, *I R = {R}, %b = {{b}} for all be C/R.
In this case, we will call Σ/^ISlj, the decomposition of © induced by R.
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Conversely, if <£ ~ 2 } ^ l$l& a n c i there exists beB with Ah containing at least
two points, and there exists boeB/{b} with either boι Φ 0 or with xeAbo and
tf1 * 0 , then © is decomposable. A manual is called indecomposable if it i s
not decomposable.
We now turn to a piecing together of orthologics which corresponds to
the Dacey sum. Let SB be a manual. For each b e B let (Lb, <&, 0^, lb, ib) be
an orthologic. The composite product over *B of {Lb: b e #}, denoted τι^\Lby
is defined to be the set of all triples of the form (K, T, {ty: y e T}) where:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

TeOfβ).
There exists Q e 0 (») with Q c Γ 1 and ϋΓ = (T u Q) 1 1 .
For each yeT,tye
Ly/{0y, l y }.

For notational convenience, if we write that G is an element of the
product we will mean that G = (KG, TG, {gy; y e TG}).
For G, Heπ%$\Lb, we define G < H if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i)
THQTGUKG\
(ii) tfG C KH.
(iii) If 3; e TG Π T w then

gy^yhy.

We define G 1 i ί if and only if the following conditions hold:
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

KGOT^QKH1.

TG/THQKH\
If y e TG Π TH then ^ y i y λ y .

Then <7Γ SSI Zφ, <, 0, 1, ±> is an orthologic, where 0 = (0, 0 , 0 ) and 1 =
(£, 0 , 0 ) . Furthermore, if {$1^: 6 e B} is α ^ collection of manuals satisfying jC(nj) *Lb for all b e B then ττ^\Lb « TΓ * | -^ («fe) « ^ ( Σ ^ l ^ ) . These
proofs may be found in [8], Theorem 5.1.
An orthologic L is said to be decomposable if it can be written
non-trivially a s a composite product. More precisely, L is decomposable
2
if and only if either L is isomorphic to the Boolean algebra 2 or there
exists a manual *B and a family of orthologics {Lb; beB} with L ~ π%$\Lb
and at least two of the orthologics in {-C@S)} U {Lb: beB} a r e not the Boolean
algebra 2. Our choice for non-triviality is due to the facts that if %$ is any
manual with L ~ <£(&), then L ~ π*B|2, and if 3$ is any scattered manual
then -C^S) ~ 2 and L ~ π 3$ | L& where L^ = L for some fixed beB and L, = 2
for all teB/{b}.
3 Lemmas Given any orthologic L, there exists a manual $i with the
property that L ~ -C(1!ϊ). The fact that this manual is not unique gives rise
to difficulties when we wish to describe the decomposability of an
orthologic in terms of the decomposability of the manual whence the logic
came. We therefore distinguish certain manuals, those which are called
point - determining t as being, in some sense, canonical. We begin by
defining a manual %r to be a point determinant of a manual % if there exists
a surjection σ: A —> A' satisfying the following conditions:
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If a, be A then a = b if and only if σ{a) = σ(b).
%' = {σ(E):Ee%}.

Lemma 3.1 Let $ί, $Γ and σ be as above. If a, be A, then a 1 b if and only
if σ(a) i σ(b).
Proof: Assume that a i b. Then there exists EeW with ay be E. But then
1
σ(E) e2Γ, so either σ(a) i σ(b) or σ(a) = σ(b). If σ(a) = σ(b) then be a = b\ a
contradiction. Conversely, assume σ(a) i σ(b). Then there exists Ee%l
r
with σ(β), σ(b)eσ{E)eM . Here there exists c, de E with σ(α) = σ(c) and
σ(δ) = σ(d). It c = d then σ(#) = σ(6), a contradiction. Hence c I d. Thus
1
L
1
L
ce d = b , so όe c = a , and α i δ .
Note that given any m a n u a l s , if W = {{[x]\xe E}: £e$ί}, where for
each xeA, [x] is the equivalence class containing x under the equivalence
1
1
f
relation x = y if and only if x = y , and if σ: A —> A is the natural map,
f
then ^ί is a point determinant of $1. Hence every manual has a point
determinant. Furthermore, the point determinant of a manual is unique up
to isomorphism. For if W and σ a r e defined as above, and 2Γf is another
point determinant for $ί, with σλ: A —>A" the surjection, then φ: A' -+A",
defined by φ([x]) = σλ{x) is an isomorphism of manuals. We will therefore
speak of the point determinant of %9 denote it by %f, and write σ: A —* Aτ
for the surjection.
Lemma 3.2 Let %be a manual. Then the following hold:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

O(W')={σ(B)\BeO(W)}.
If B c A, then σ(Bλ) = σ(B)λ and σ(Blλ)
-£(*)'= {σ(G):
Gefml
-C(*O«-C(«').

= σ(B)11.

Proof: (i) Let Be O(M). Then there exists Ee% with J5 c E. Then σ(JB) C
σ ( £ ) e « ' , so σ{B)eO{W).
Conversely, let B'eO(V).
Then there exists
Ee 2ί with B' C σ(^) € 3('. Then Br = σiσ'1 (£') Π E)> where σ" 1 (Bf) DEC
Ee % implies that σ"1 (Br) Π Ee O(M).
(ii) It follows immediately from Lemma 3.1 that a(£ x ) c σ(^) 1 . So let
zeσ(B)λ.
Then there exists re A with σ(r) = z. Let beB be arbitrary.
Then σ(b)eσ(B) implies σ(r) I σ(δ) so by Lemma 3.1, r i 6. Hence reB1
send zeσ{Bλ).
Hence σ(5 x ) = σ(^) 1 . Then σ(B11) = σ ^ 1 ) 1 = σ ^ ) 1 1 .
(iii) The proof of (iii) follows from (i) and (ii) and the fact that GeM
(respectively W) if and only if G = DLL for some DeOi^t) (respectively
0(*')).
(iv) Define φ: £(%) -> .C(«l') by φ(G) = σ(G) for Ge JQ{%). By (iii), φ is well
defined and a surjection. Assume G, He •£(*!) with σ(G) = σ(/f). Then by (ii)
and Lemma 3.1, xe G1 if and only if σ(x)e σ(G)1 = σ(H)1 = σCtf1), if and only
if xe H1. Hence G 1 = H1, and G = G 1 1 = / ί 1 1 = H. Thus <ρ is a bijection.
The fact that it is an isomorphism follows from (ii) and Lemma 3.1.
If $ί is any manual which is isomorphic to its own point determinant,
then 51 is called point determining. Clearly ($!')' -%', that is, the point
determinant of every manual is point determining. Since, as mentioned
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earlier, every manual has a point determinant, and since <>C(3ί) ~ <>C(3ί'),
from the viewpoint of the logics, there is no loss in dealing with point
determining manuals.
Note also that a manual 31 is point determining if and only if the
identity map σ: A-* A satisfies the conditions of the definition of 31 being a
point determinant of 31. Hence it follows immediately that 31 is point
determining if and only if whenever a, be A and a1 = b1 then a - b.
If 31 is a manual, then xe A is an isolated point if x1 = 0. Note that if 31
is point determining it can have at most one isolated point.
Lemma 3.3 Let 31 be a manual. Then either 3ί is scattered or there exists
a point determining manual 3(0, having no isolated points, with ^(31) ~
-C(*o).
Proof: Assume that 31 is not scattered. By Lemma 3.2 (iv) we may assume
that 31' has isolated points. Since 31' is point determining, it has exactly
one isolated point, call it z. Then {z}e 31'. Let 3l0 = SΓ/{*}. Since 31 is not
scattered 31' Φ {z}, so 3l0 * Φ- It is straightforward to show that 3l0 is the
required manual.
4 Main Theorem An orthologic L is indecomposable if and only if for all
point determining manuals 31 for which L ~ -C(3ί), 31 is indecomposable.
Proof: Assume first that for all point determining manuals 3ί for which
L ~ «^(3(), 3ί is indecomposable. Suppose that L is decomposable. We wish
to obtain a contradiction. We may assume that L ft 22, for if so then
L » ^(31) where 3ί is a K-manual and A contains exactly two points, so 3ί is
point determining and decomposable, which is a contradiction. Hence there
exists a manual *B, and a collection of orthologics {Lb: be B} such that at
least two of the orthologics in {*£(SB)} u {Lb: be B} are not isomorphic to 2,
and L *πW\Lb.
Define an equivalence relation, =, on B as follows: if b, te B, then b= t
1
1
if and only if either b = t and Lb ~ 2 and Lt ~ 2, or b = t. For each be B,
write [b] for the equivalence class containing b. Let 3&0 = {{[b]ι be E}:
Ee%$}. Then Bo = \J%$0 is the induced partition of B. It is straightforward
to verify that *B0 is a manual. For each [b] e Bo with Lb ~ 2, let A[b] = {#[&]}, a
singleton, and let 3l[fc] be the corresponding manual. For each [b]e Bowith
Lb Φ 2 let 3lj>] be a point determining manual with no isolated points
satisfying Lb ~ βC(3([fe]). Note that this is well defined since Lb ft 2 implies
[b] = {b}, and %[b] exists by Lemma 3.3. Let 3ϊ0 = Σ)*oISf[*>
For each be B with L6 ~ 2 let Ab = {xb}, a singleton, and let %bbe the
corresponding manual. For each be B with Lb ft 2, let %b = 3Ϊ[&]. Let 3ί =
Σβlsi*.
We claim that 3ί0 is the point determinant of 3*. To see this, define
σ: A - Ao by σ(b,t) = ([6], t) if L* ^ 2, and σ(b,t) =fl>],*[*]) if L* « 2.
x
1
ι
Assume first that (b,t), (a,s)eA with {b,tf = (α,s) . If 6 = a then ί = s
in 3ffc, which is point determining. In this case, if Lb ft 2 then σ(b,t) =
([6], ί) = ([a], s) = σ(α, s), and if Lb * 2 then σ(6,ί) = ([6], ^ f t ] ) = ([a], x[a]) =
σ(«,s). Hence we may assume that H e in which case bι = a1. If there
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exists reAb with r i t then (b,r)e (b,t)L implies (b,r)e (a,s)1, so b i a,
which is a contradiction. Hence t is an isolated point of Ab. Similarly, s is
an isolated point of Aa. Now if Lb ft 2 then Ab contains no isolated points, a
contradiction. Hence Lb ~ 2. Similarly, La « 2. Thus a = b. Thus σ(b,t) =
([b]> x[b]) ~ (ia\ x[a]) = cr(α,s). Conversely, assume that σ{b,t) = σ(ays).
Then either [a] = [b] and La ~ Lb ~ 2, in which case a1 = bι and (b.t)1 =
(α, s) 1 , or [α] = [b] and £ = 5 and Lb ft 2, La ft 2 implies a = b, in which case
Φ,t) = (a,s), so(b,t)λ = (a,s)L.
We have left to show that %0 = {σ(E) |£e$l}. Assume first that £e 51.
Then Dl is satisfied for σ(E) by the definition of σ and D2 is satisfied by the
definition of » 0 - To verify D3, let [b]e Ή1 (σ{E)). If Lb ~ 2, then τr2(σ(E)) Π
A
[b]= {*[bh % > a n d i f Lb ft 2, then τr2(σ(£)) n A w = π2(£) Γ\AbeMb = W[b].
Conversely, let FeM0. Then by D2, there exists Ge*S with πi(F){[&]: δ e G}. By D3, for each [b]e πi(F) with Lb £ 2, there exists Cbetyb = %[b]
with τr2(F) n A w = Ch. For each 6 e ir^F) with Lfe « 2, let C6 = {AΓ6} = Ab. Let
E = U W x Ch. It is straightforward to verify that E e % and σ(E) =F. We
beG

have shown that %0 is the point determinant of 51.
Since « I = Σ « | « l f o L ~π*$\Lb, and ^(«|fc) « L4 for all beB, it follows
that L ~ £(%). Then by Lemma 3.2 (iv), L « -C(tf0). Since L is decomposable, there exists at least one z e B with Lz ft 2. Hence %z = 3I[Z] is a
point determining manual with no isolated points, so A[z] contains at least
two orthologonal points. Hence R = {[z]} x -4[2] is a subset of Ao containing
at least two points. Now for each ([6], t)eAo/Rf if ([δ], ί) /Λ1 then [6] Φ [z]
implies ([6], ί) > r for any r e Λ . But since 5l0 is point determining, it is
indecomposable by hypothesis. Hence R is not a partitive subset of %0.
Thus t1 = φ for all ί e Λ>/#
Now again since L is decomposable, either there exists w eB/{z} with
Lw £ 2 or ^(«) ^ 2. Suppose first that there exists we B/{z} with Lw fi 2.
Then A[w] contains at least two orthogonal points, so there exists
{[w\ s)eA[w] with ([w]9 s)1 Φ 0. But Lw ft 2 and w Φ z implies [w] Φ [z\ so
([w], s)e A /R with ([w]f s)1 Φ φ, which is a contradiction. Hence we may
suppose that Lw ~ 2 for all we B/{z} and -COS) ft 2. Hence there exists, bu
b2e B with bλ I 52. Choose and fix #j.e Aέ>1 and x2e Abr Then (bl9xj l (δ2, x2),
so by Lemma 3.1, σ(δL, ΛΓL) iσ(b2,x2).
Since not both &! and b2 can be
equivalent to (and hence equal to) z, there exists i = 1 or 2 with σ(δz , ΛΓ^) e
yίo/i? and σib^xi)1 φφ, which is again a contradiction. Hence L is
indecomposable.
O

9

Conversely, assume that L is indecomposable. Suppose there exists a
point determining manual 21 for which L ~ ^(^l) and % is decomposable. We
2
wish to obtain a contradiction. Since L ft 2 , % is not a K-manual with A
containing exactly two points. So there exists a partitive subset R of A.
Let Σ *Sl$ί* be the decomposition of 51 induced by R. Then 31 ~B$& |$Ife, so
1

1

Suppose that E is scattered. Let #, ye R. Then Λ; = {ze A/R\ze R } =
y . But 51 is point determining, so x = y. But this is a contradiction since
R contains at least two points. Hence R is not scattered and JC(M ) ft 2.
1

R
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Now there exists beA/R with bι φφ. Say eeb1. Then there exists
Ee% with b, eeE. But θ(E)e%$ by definition of the decomposition induced
by R, so either θ(e) i 0(6) or θ(e) = θ(b). If θ{e) = 0(6), then δ e # , which is
a contradiction. Hence θ(e) ι θ{b). But 0(e), θ(b)eB, so ^(^S) ^ 2. But
-COHR) ^ 2 and L ~ π^S|^(^), so L is decomposable, which is the required
contradiction.
5 Concluding Remarks Our concept of decomposibility in an orthologic is
consistent with the notion of reducibility in lattice theory. Firstly, as the
familiar cartesian product of a family of more than one orthomodular poset
is reducible [7], the cartesian product of a family of more than one
orthologic is decomposable. (Incidentally, every orthomodular poset is an
orthologic, and numerous examples may be found in [9] to show that the
converse fails.)
Lemma 5.1 Let B be a set containing at least two elements, and let
{Lb: beB} be a family of orthologics indexed by B. Then the cartesian
product of {Lb: b e B\ denoted X Lbf is a decomposable orthologic.
bεB

Proof: Let % = {B\ a K-manual. Define φ: X Lb -* π%$\Lb by φ({xb}) =
bcB

<ϋΓ, Γ, {tb: b e T}> where T = {beB\xb /{0, 1} c Lb\ K = {beB\xbΦ 0}, tb = xb
for all beT. Then φ is an isomorphism of orthologics [9], p. 89. Now
^(SB) Φ 2, so if there exists at least one beB with LbΦ 2 then we are done.
Thus we are entitled to assume that Lb ~ 2 for all beB. If B contains
exactly two elements, then X Lb ~ 22, which is decomposable by definition.
Otherwise, fix x y e B with x Φy. Let La = X Lb, Ld = X Lb, and© =
{{α, <i}}, a K-manual. Then by the same argument as above, Λ L & ~ X Lc ~
77 © | L C . But then -C(®) φ 2 and Ld ft 2 so ) \ Lb is decomposable.
As a corollary to the above lemma, we conclude that every reducible
orthologic is decomposable. We say that two elements x and y of an
orthologic L commute, in symbols x C y, if they are compatible in the sense
of Mackey [11], that is, there exists a, b, ceLy which are pairwise
orthogonal, satisfying x- avb and y = c vb. Then the center of L, denoted
C(L), is {xe L\ XC y for all y e L}. An orthologic L is said to be reducible
if C(L) φ 2. In [10] we show that C(L) is always a Boolean algebra.
Corollary 5.2 Every reducible orthologic is decomposable.
Proof: Choose and fix eeC(L) with e/{0, l}. We claim first that [0, e] =
{xe L |0 < x ^ e\ with operations restricted from L, is an orthologic. It is
enough to verify L5 and the sufficiency of the condition in L6 for x ^ y. L5
follows immediately from the fact that if a e [0, e] then eeC(L) implies that
eC a. So suppose a., b e [0, e] and that for all fe [0, e\ f i b implies/ I α.
We must show that a ^ b. Assume that te L with t i b. It is enough to show
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that 11 a. By [10], Lemma 4, t = (e A t) v (e* A ί), where e is the orthocomplement of e in the Boolean algebra C(L). Since e At ^ e and (^ΛQ I δ, by
s
hypothesis we have that (βAt) I α. Since e Άt < e' and α I e', it follows
r
that a l (e At). Hence h β ,
r
f
Since e eC(L) enjoys the same properties as e, [0, e] and [0, £ ] are
orthologics. By the lemma, it is sufficient to show that L ~ [0, e] x [0, e'].
The isomorphism is precisely the one used in the orthomodular case, and
the argument is similar. The lemmas required to justify some of the
properties of orthomodular posets for orthologics used in the proof may be
found in [10].
We remark that the converse of Corollary 5.2 fails, as expected, with
this weaker-than-orthomodular structure. Indeed, the horizontal sum [7]
of a family of non-trivial orthologics is always decomposable, while it
certainly is not reducible.
Lemma 5.3 Let B be a set containing at least two elements, and let
{Lb; be B} be a family of orthologics indexed by B, at least two of which are
not isomorphic to 2. Then the horizontal sum, denoted \ Lb, is decomposable.
Proof: Let SB = {{b}: be B}, a scattered sample space. Define φ: π%$\Lb-+
ΊΓLb by φ(B, Φ, Φ) = 1, φ(Φ, Φ, Φ) = 0 and φ(B, {b\ {tb}) = tb for each be B.
I

beB

Then φ is an isomorphism of orthologics [9], p. 95, and hence
decomposable.

i Lb is
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